
ADVANCED WASHING 
SOLUTIONS
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PROVIDING A  
WORLD CLASS  
SERVICE TO  
THE POTATO  
& VEGETABLE  
INDUSTRY  
SINCE 1930
With engineering roots dating back to 
1930, Tong Engineering has over 85 
years of experience in manufacturing 
robust and reliable handling  
equipment, from single machines  
to full bespoke systems.

As a family-run business, now in its fourth generation 
with managing director Edward Tong and his father 
Charles at the forefront of the company,Tong is one 
of the world’s leading designers and manufacturers of 
handling equipment for the vegetable industry. 
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From concept through design and 

manufacture, to installation and after 

sales support, Tong specialises in  

producing technically advanced,  

custom built machinery for grading, 

washing and handling a wide range of 

crop in the most efficient and gentle way.

Now supplying quality machinery to  

over 50 countries worldwide, Tong has 

vegetable handling expertise that is  

second to none. So whether you grow  

brassicas in Lincolnshire, onions in America, 

carrots in Spain or potatoes in South East 

Asia, you all share a common goal: to achieve 

the quality and consistency demanded by the food 

retailer, whilst maximising profitability. The provision 

of robust and reliable potato and vegetable  

handling machinery which offers the gentlest  

handling whilst saving time, reducing costs and  

increasing productivity is more important than ever.

We look forward to discussing your handling  

objectives, and working with you to achieve them.
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Robust, reliable and expertly  
engineered, Tong vegetable  
washers offer an advanced  
and efficient washing  
solution for all types of root  
crops. Built to suit exact  
specification, a Tong barrel  
washer will ensure your produce  
is the ‘clean of the crop’.

BARREL WASHERS
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SELECT YOUR OPTIONS

Available in mild or stainless steel, Tong  
barrel washers are manufactured with a  
heavy duty stainless steel barrel and  
discharge elevator as standard, and can be 
fitted with a wide range of optional extras  
for superior washing. 

A washer for
every throughput

Unrivalled washing solutions

Specified as a stand-alone machine, or 
integrated into a new or existing vegetable 
washing facility, Tong barrel washers are 
reliable, energy efficient and require minimal 
maintenance.

TAILOR YOUR DESIGN

Built to perform under the most demanding 
washing situations, Tong barrel washers can be 
designed to suit all requirements, however large 
or small.

ALL CAPACITIES

Available in two models as standard;  
elevator model and basket model,  
Tong’s sample washers are based on  
the same design principals as the  
larger barrel washers, but are built  
with a 750mm long x 500mm  
diameter barrel and offer  
effective washing of crop  
samples. Manufactured in mild or stainless steel, the economy 
basket model features a basket at the outfeed end of the tank that 
is lifted out manually when the sample has been washed. The 
elevator model works like the larger barrel washers and gently 
elevates washed crop out of the barrel tank.

Sample Washers
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The Tong Rotary Spray Washer innovatively combines the 
washing and polishing process, to give a high quality crop 
finish within one barrel. Different to standard  
barrel washers, where crop is washed by  
being submerged in water within the  
washer tank, the Rotary Spray Washer’s  
high pressure, high volume spray bar and  
adjustable barrel incline ensures that  
crop is not immersed in water, but  
instead is washed by fresh water  
through the powerful spray jets  
within the barrel, giving a fresher,  
improved final washed result.

Rotary Spray Washer

All sizes, all throughputs
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Advanced features as standard

HEAVY DUTY SIDE GUARDS

Tong barrel washers feature robust, heavy duty side guards & panels 
with an easy open facility for simple access to the washer barrel, keeping 
inspection and maintenance simple, and downtime to a minimum. 

Innovatively perforated stainless steel barrels come as standard on 
Tong barrel washers. With a robust yet smooth construction, the 
barrels offer the gentlest handling. A rubber spiral bar is fitted to the 
inside of the barrel to ensure optimum washing operation & 
encourage effective crop movement through the barrel.

STAINLESS STEEL BARREL

ADJUSTABLE OUTFEED DOOR

An adjustable barrel out-feed door ensures maximum flexibility and 
control over crop throughput. Designed to be adjusted without stopping 
barrel rotation, this feature gives you complete control over crop flow 
and can be specified as a fully automated motorised door with optional 
digital door display for ultimate flexibility and control.

DISCHARGE ELEVATOR

All Tong barrel washers come with a robust stainless steel discharge  
elevator with a durable, heavy duty self-draining deep flighted PVC 
belt, or rubber doorstop belt, for gentle handling of crop whilst  
allowing water to drain back into the washer tank. 

FINAL RINSE BAR

An efficiently powerful final rinse bar is fitted above the discharge elevator 
to ensure optimum crop cleaning results. Fresh-water spray jets give crop 
a final rinse as it comes out of the barrel for an enhanced washed finish. 

OVERFLOW CONTROL

Tong barrel washers are fitted as standard with an effective overflow 
system and barrel emptying/cleaning facility for easy maintenance.

Tong barrel washers can be fitted with a  
close-coupled destoner, integrated into the 
washer tank, for effective removal of stones 
and debris prior to washing.

INTEGRATED DESTONER PINTLE & BRUSH LINING

For enhanced washing performance, the washer 
barrel can be partially or fully lined with rubber 
pintle or brush lining, particularly effective on 
heavy soiled crop or for improved washing 
quality on product with indentations or eyes.

INTEGRATED DEBRIS REMOVER

The floating debris remover is a popular option on 
Tong barrel washers. Located at the infeed of the 
barrel washer, the debris remover incorporates 
water jets that create a current of water to draw 
and direct floating debris, including hollow potatoes, 
towards a heavy duty outfeed web elevator.

Optional extras that make all the difference...
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POWERED CENTRE BRUSH 

Tong’s powered centre brush is a rotating brush which can be fitted at 
the outfeed end of the washer barrel. The centre brush rotates in the 
opposite direction to the barrel to enhance the appearance of washed 
product, and is manually adjustable; the gap between the edge of the 
brush and the barrel can be adjusted to suit different crop conditions.

SCRAPER CHAIN SYSTEM 

A tank-cleaning alternative to an auger, the
Tong scraper chain system features heavy duty
chains connected by ‘scraper’ bars that slowly
pull soil sediment from the base of the water
tank and discharges sediment into a waste skip. 
The scraper chain system allows continuous 
operation, minimises stoppage time and helps to 
extend the longevity of the water. 

FULL-LENGTH AUGER

Designed to remove sediment from the barrel 
washer tank, the option of a full-length tank auger 
helps to extend the usage time and longevity of
the water. The auger system is simple, requires  
minimal maintenance and is very effective. It  
ensures that debris within the tank is continually 
accumulated for easy removal. Available with the 
option of a side scraper to continuously remove 
sediment from the tank during operation, and after.

PNEUMATIC VALVE

Controlled via PLC, the option of a pneumatic valve 
to the washer tank brings an added feature to prolong 
the life and freshness of the water. Set to desired 
dump intervals via a control panel, the pneumatic 
valve automatically dumps sediment at appropriate 
intervals to suit the amount of dirt present in the 
crop. On completion of the programmed dump 
sequence, the PLC control also automatically activates 
the fill solenoid to replace the water back to the tank. 

BOOSTER SPRAY BAR 

A high pressure ‘Booster’ spray bar can be fitted as an option inside the 
washer barrel to add an additional washing action for an enhanced
washed finish. High pressure water jets using recycled filtered water are 
directed exactly at the correct point within the barrel where crop gently 
tumbles inside the drum, for maximum effect.
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Key Features

All throughputs

From 10 to 40 tonnes per hour

VEGETABLE 
DESTONERS

Tong’s range of effective and reliable crop destoning  
equipment ensures all stones are removed from crop  
prior to the washing process. This ensures crop and  
equipment damage caused by stones is kept to an  

absolute minimum.

As an invaluable part of any crop  
washing system, when you choose 
a Tong destoner you can be sure it 
is built to last, bringing increased 
equipment longevity, and  
minimal maintenance.

Leave all crop, destoned! 

Tong’s TPD720 destoner offers an 
effective, compact and low maintenance 
vegetable destoning system. Built as a 
stand-alone destoning machine, the 
TPD720 destoner can be specified as a 
single machine, or integrated within a new 
or existing vegetable processing line. 
Featuring a speed-adjustable separation 
pump in the base of the destoner tank, this 
destoner works in the same way as the 
integrated destoner.

An integrated (or close-coupled) destoner 
can be fitted to all Tong barrel washers, 
offering a washing and destoning system 
within one washer tank. Based on a flume 
destoning design, an impellor fitted at the 
bottom of the tank creates an upward 
pressure on crop, whilst stones drop to the 
bottom of the tank and are removed by a 
heavy-duty web elevator. 

INTEGRATED DESTONER TPD720 DESTONER CYCLONE DESTONER

The cyclone destoner offers exceptionally 
effective vegetable destoning. Crop enters 
the conical-shaped tank with circulating 
water, where crop is carried over the 
destoning tank whilst stones sink. Based on 
a simple yet effective design, the cyclone 
destoner offers a longer residence time for 
crop in the destoner tank, offering 
improved separation whilst ensuring low 
water consumption and minimal 
maintenance.

Effective 
removal  
of stones 

Crop passes 
through  

to washing 
process

Key Features

Pintle Roller Infeed
Pintle roller infeed section allows the 
majority of the water from the washing 
process to pass through prior to crop 
reaching the drying shafts, increasing 
drying efficiency.

Gentle Soft-Start
A gentle soft-start feature is fitted as 
standard on all Tong vegetable dryers, 
allowing motors to reach full power 
gradually, ensuring the gentlest handling 
whilst helping to increase longevity of 
the machine’s drive mechanisms.

Sponge Rollers
The most popularly used sponge dryers 
feature 100mm diameter hard-wearing 
sponge rings mounted on heavy duty 
shafts, creating sponge drying rollers 
that rotate in a forward motion and 
effectively carry crop gently across the 
machine whilst drying in the process.

Felt Rollers
Tong felt dryers are built on the same 
principals as the sponge dryer, but feature 
felt-covered rollers rather than sponge. 
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Tong vegetable dryers ensure optimum crop  
finish by gently and efficiently removing surplus  
water and residue from crop after washing. 

Built to incorporate the latest advancements  
in equipment design, Tong offers two drive  
models to suit your requirements; a standard  
driven sponge dryer and an industrial specification  
dryer which features all electric inverter direct drive motors  
on every shaft, for additional energy efficiency, refined control  
and minimal maintenance.

Your crop, clean and dry 

BLUE-INVERTER TECHNOLOGY

  Tong vegetable dryers are available with the option of Tong’s 
Blue Inverter technology inverter direct driven motors on every shaft. This model 
offers exceptional energy efficiency, whilst eliminating the need for conventional 
sprocket and chain drive, allowing motors and rollers to be quickly and easily 
removed, resulting in a very low maintenance machine. 

Sponge Rollers

VEGETABLE DRYERS

OPTIONAL EXTRA
>  Auto-Clearing Function

Tong sponge dryers can be specified with  
the option of a uniquely designed  
auto-clearing function, allowing crop to  
be quickly and gently cleared from the  
sponge dryer, particularly in instances  
where a change in crop variety is required,  
or at the end of the day.
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Key Features

Efficient Recirculation

Manufactured with a cold water 
recirculation system that drenches 
crop with cooled water, Tong 
hydrocooling systems can be built to 
handle bulk crop, or as a flexible way  
to cool packed crop, in bins, boxes  
or pallets. 

Optimum Product Quality

With the added benefit of rinsing crop 
whilst it is cooled, Tong hydrocoolers 
not only cool crop faster than most 
other means, but also help to maintain 
crop hydration and reduce moisture 
loss for maximum product quality.

Advanced Cooling

Featuring a fully insulated hydrocooling 
tunnel, fitted with heavy duty strip 
curtains at the infeed and outfeed of 
the machine, Tong hydrocoolers are 
built to ensure the cooling area  
remains refrigerated at all times, with 
minimal thermal loss for optimum 
cooling results.

Filter Screen

For effective removal of debris  
which may be present throughout  
the hydrocooling process, Tong 
hydrocoolers are fitted with a filter 
screen to remove any floating debris 
from the hydrocooling tank.

Tong Hydrocooling systems offer an ideal crop cooling solution for rapidly  
cooling and removing ambient heat from a wide range of fruit and vegetables, 
for optimum shelf life and product freshness.

Tong hydrocoolers can be manufactured in high quality stainless steel or mild 
steel construction to suit your requirements, and are popularly used on carrots, 
parsnips, sweetcorn, cherries and more. 

Keep it Cool
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PRE-SOAK TANKS Key Features

Jacuzzi Pre-Soak System

Tong pre-soak tanks can be designed 
to incorporate a high-powered  
air-blowing system, creating a jacuzzi 
effect within the pre-soak tank. This 
system gently agitates crop, helping to 
loosen heavy soil and debris from crop, 
for an enhanced soaking action.

Minimal Maintenance

Falling debris sinks to the bottom  
of the pre-soak tank where it is easily 
removed from the tank via a 
pneumatic dump valve system. Tong 
pre-soak tanks are also available with 
the option of an integrated tank auger 
and side scraper chain system, for 
even more effective removal of soil 
and debris.

Tong pre-soak tanks and wet hoppers ensure exceptionally gentle reception of 
crop at high throughputs. Available in mild or stainless steel construction, with 
the option of a high performance jacuzzi system to boost crop agitation and soil 
removal, Tong heavy duty pre-soak tanks are built to last. 

Suitable for the infeed of heavily soiled root crops including carrots, potatoes, 
parsnips, swedes and more, Tong pre-soak tanks are a popular choice at the 
infeed of vegetable washing lines, to effectively cool and loosen soil  
from crop post-harvest.

Soak crop prior to washing
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TPS-PRO MODELS

MODEL 

BARREL 
SIZE 

(length  
x width)

THROUGHPUT  
(PER HOUR)

14 Brush
3m x 

800mm 
15 - 20 tonnes

18 Brush
3.5m x 

1050mm 
25 - 30 tonnes

VEGETABLE 
POLISHING

Designed with the latest technological advances, the TPS-Pro polisher is 
Tong’s next generation vegetable polisher, featuring an electric direct drive 
motor inside every shaft. The self-contained stainless steel motors are 
sealed within their own oil baths, with waterproof sealed bearings. These 
key features ensure exceptionally low maintenance operation, for maximum 
results and optimum labour efficiency. 
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Tong’s U-Brush polisher offers a gentle,  
efficient and cost-effective vegetable  
polishing system that’s suitable for a wide 
range of root crop with throughputs up to  
8 tonnes per hour.

Featuring longitudinal polishing brushes 
that rotate on fixed-centre shafts, the 
U-Brush polisher is gentle on crop whilst 
giving a high quality polished appearance. 

8 or 10 brush configuration

With a choice of 8 or 10 brushes to suit 
your throughput requirements, the U-Brush 
polisher can be built in mild or stainless 
steel. It is a budget polishing machine that 
requires minimal maintenance and offers a 
high-value polished finish that is 
characteristic of larger vegetable polishers, 
but at a lower cost, for lower capacities.

CHOOSE YOUR MODEL

Give your crop the best brush and polish

U-BRUSH POLISHER 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

The TPS-Pro Polisher and the  
U-Brush polisher are available with  
the following optional extras to suit 
your requirements:

>  Bypass System

Tong polishers can be specified with the 
option of a bypass conveyor system which 
allows you to bypass the polisher, in 
instances where the polishing process is 
not required on any particular batch of 
crop.

>  Water  Recycling System

Available with the option of a water 
recirculation tank to increase the freshness 
and longevity of the machine’s water. The 
water tank is fitted with a manual filter as 
standard or with the option of a filter 
conveyor for the automatic removal of soil 
from the water tank.

The TPS-Pro polisher is Tong’s most 
effective and efficient full rotary  
vegetable polishing system ever.
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